
Everything You Need to Know About
Fishing and Floating in Bates
County, Missouri
Fishing and floating enthusiasts rejoice! Bates County, Missouri is a hidden gem

for those seeking outdoor adventures in the heartland of America. With its

picturesque lakes, tranquil rivers, and abundant fish species, this region offers

endless opportunities for anglers and nature lovers alike. In this comprehensive

guide, we will provide you with all the information you need to make the most of

your fishing and floating experience in Bates County, Missouri.

1. Fishing in Bates County

Bates County is a haven for fishing enthusiasts due to its diverse range of fishing

spots. The county is home to several lakes and rivers teeming with a variety of

fish species, including bass, crappie, catfish, and sunfish. Whether you prefer

bank fishing, boat fishing, or fly fishing, Bates County has something for

everyone.

1.1 Lake Fishing

One of the most popular spots for lake fishing in Bates County is Blue Springs

Lake. This 720-acre reservoir is known for its excellent bass and catfish fishing.

With numerous access points and boat ramps, anglers can easily explore

different areas of the lake to find their ideal fishing spot.
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1.2 River Fishing

Bates County is crisscrossed by several beautiful rivers, including the Marais des

Cygnes and the Osage River. These rivers offer excellent fishing opportunities,

particularly for catfish and bass. Grab your fishing gear, find a cozy spot along the

riverbank, and enjoy a peaceful day of fishing in the midst of nature.

2. Floating in Bates County

If you're looking for a more relaxing outdoor activity, floating in Bates County is a

great way to unwind and enjoy the natural beauty of the region. Bates County has

numerous rivers suitable for floating, where you can leisurely drift along the water

and soak up the serenity of your surroundings.

2.1 Floating Equipment

Before you embark on your floating adventure, make sure you have the necessary

equipment. A sturdy inflatable raft, kayak, or canoe, along with life jackets,
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paddles, and sunscreen, are essential for a safe and enjoyable float. Don't forget

to pack snacks, water, and a camera to capture memorable moments along the

way!

2.2 Floating Tips

Here are some tips to ensure a successful floating experience in Bates County:

Check local weather conditions and water levels before heading out.

Inform someone about your float plans and approximate return time.

Dress appropriately for the weather and wear comfortable shoes.

Observe river etiquette and respect other floaters and fishermen.

Take garbage bags with you to keep the rivers clean and leave no trace.

3. Fishing and Floating Regulations

Before you cast your line or set sail on the river, it's important to familiarize

yourself with the fishing and floating regulations in Bates County, Missouri. These

regulations help protect the natural resources and ensure a sustainable

environment for future generations. Visit the Missouri Department of Conservation

website for the latest rules and regulations specific to Bates County.

With its beautiful lakes, scenic rivers, and diverse fish population, Bates County,

Missouri is a paradise for fishing and floating enthusiasts. Whether you're an

experienced angler or a nature lover seeking a peaceful float, this region has

something to offer everyone. So grab your fishing gear or floating equipment,

head to Bates County, and immerse yourself in the tranquility and beauty of

Missouri's waterways.
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Bates County Missouri Fishing & Floating Guide Book

Over 390 full 8 ½ x 11 sized pages of information with maps and aerial

photographs available. Fishing information is included for ALL of the county’s

public ponds and lakes, listing types of fish for each pond or lake, average sizes,

and exact locations with GPS coordinates and directions. Also included is fishing

information for most of the streams and rivers including access points and public

areas with road contact and crossing points and also includes fish types and

average sizes.

NEW NEW Now with a complete set of full sized U.S.G.S. Topographical Maps for

the entire county that normally cost from $12.00 to $14.00 each but are included
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on the disk for FREE. These maps are complete full sized 7.5 minute series

quadrangle maps in 1:24,000 scale maps.

Contains complete information on

Bates County Drainage Ditch

Butler City Lake

Deepwater Creeks

Harmony Mission Lake

Little Osage River (F)

Marias des Cygnes River (F)

Marmaton River(F)

Miami Creek

Osage River

Peabody C A Lakes

Settlers Ford C A Lakes

South Grand River (F)

Unlock the Secrets of Will County Illinois
Fishing: The Ultimate Floating Guide!
Experience the Thrill of Fishing in Will County, Illinois Will County, located

in Illinois, is a hidden gem for all fishing enthusiasts. With its pristine

lakes, serene...
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Discover the Ultimate Fishing and Floating
Guide for Wood County, Ohio!
Wood County, Ohio, offers a diverse range of fishing and floating

opportunities for outdoor enthusiasts. With its scenic rivers, lakes, and

reservoirs, the...

The Ultimate Lawrence County Kentucky
Fishing Floating Guide: Discover the Hidden
Gems of the Bluegrass State
Nestled in the heart of the Bluegrass State, Lawrence County in Kentucky

is a hidden paradise for fishing enthusiasts and outdoor adventurers.

Renowned for its abundant...

Unveiling the Insane Race Walking Record
Achieved in June 2019: 885 Kilometers!
About Race Walking Have you ever wondered what race walking is all

about? Known as an Olympic event, race walking is a distinctive track

and field discipline where...

Uncover the Best Fishing and Floating Spots
in Grundy County Illinois: Your Ultimate
Guide
About Grundy County Illinois Located in the heart of the Midwest, Grundy

County in Illinois offers a haven for fishing and floating enthusiasts

seeking pristine waters and...
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Discover the Ultimate Guide to Fishing and
Floating in Brown County, Illinois
About Brown County, Illinois Brown County, Illinois, also known as the

"Gateway to the Illinois River," is a hidden gem for fishing and floating

enthusiasts. Nestled in the...

Discover the Ultimate Fishing and Floating
Guide in Garfield County Colorado
Garfield County, Colorado, is a hidden gem for fishing and floating

enthusiasts. With its pristine lakes, rivers, and streams, this county offers

endless opportunities to...

The Ultimate Adventure Dive Logbook: Dive
into the Deep Blue like Never Before!
Exploring the enchanting depths of the ocean is an experience like no

other. The world beneath the surface is teeming with vibrant marine life,

stunning coral reefs, and...
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